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Motivation
• Academia, by nature, supports open network and access concepts to make a
welcoming environment to all participants.
• researchers share findings and innovations with collaborators within various universities.

• Recent incidents in top rank universities in the US and other countries show
that the researchers are, at times, becoming a weapon to start any major data
breach events.
• Some hostile countries to the US also try to influence faculty to share their
confidential research-related data and results with them.
• There is an immense need for academic institutions to accurately detect and
respond to information security threats to academic research and safeguard it.

Proposed Research
• Propose a methodology
for threat modeling
(Blackbox Threat model)
• Exemplify a scenario of a
phishing attack using
attack graph structure.

Fig: Attack graph depicting a
compromise of the university
network and stealing sensitive
information in research.

Proposed Black Box Threat Model
• Proposed model takes assets, threat agent and threat/attack vectors as
inputs and generates ranking for each threat vectors and an attack tree to
show the overall attack path.
• Used DREAD (Jagannathan, 2016) to do threat average ranking.

Future Directions
• To validate the proposed threat model with existing reported data on varied
university research related cyber-attacks in recent five years.

• A user study will be designed to collect information from the administrators
about their preparedness and attempted actions to thwart these cyber-attacks.
• Discussion Questions:
• What are the major challenges faced by current US research-based institutions to protect
their confidential research and inventions?
• What the tentative countermeasure institutions can follow to plummet those inherent
risks/threats?
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